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A candid and indispensable primer on all aspects of advertising from the man Time has called
"the most sought after wizard in the business."Told with brutal candor and prodigal generosity,
David Ogilvy reveals:• How to get a job in advertising• How to choose an agency for your
product• The secrets behind advertising that works• How to write successful copy—and get
people to read it• Eighteen miracles of research• What advertising can do for charitiesAnd
much, much more.

From the Inside FlapA candid and indispensable primer on all aspects of advertising from the
man Time has called "the most sought after wizard in the business". 223 photos.From the Back
CoverA candid and indispensable primer on all aspects of advertising from the man Time has
called "the most sought after wizard in the business." 223 photos.About the AuthorDavid Ogilvy
(1911–1999) was a business executive who founded the advertising, marketing, and PR agency
Ogilvy & Mather in 1948. Throughout his illustrious career, the mogul Time magazine called “the
most sought-after wizard in the business” shared his knowledge of the industry in the books
Ogilvy on Advertising and the bestselling Confessions of an Advertising Man.Read more
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Building a StoryBrand: Clarify Your Message So Customers Will Listen The Boron Letters This
book will teach you how to write better: Learn how to get what you want, increase your
conversion rates, and make it easier to write anything (using formulas and mind-hacks)
Everybody Writes: Your Go-To Guide to Creating Ridiculously Good Content CA$HVERTISING:
How to Use More than 100 Secrets of Ad-Agency Psychology to Make Big Money Selling
Anything to Anyone



dr.cleininger, “Great experience. Arrived quickly and condition better than described.”

HipKitty1, “One of the best advertising books!. This book is amazing! Not only does Ogilvy write
in a very clear and straightforward manner, but he has examples of everything he advises you to
do. There are dozens of excellent examples from throughout his career and I'm so grateful. He
even includes plenty of ads that he doesn't like and explains why.Other authors expect you to
figure out how to implement their advice. Not only does Ogilvy have the best advice but he
shows you exact examples of it. Exceptional!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Clear, precise, interesting. There is a reason why David Ogilvy is a
legend. This book shows you everything you need to know, to craft ads that are so interesting,
people would want to buy.”

Brad, “Worth Every Penny, and then Some. Why reinvent the wheel when you have the soundest
principles in advertising at your fingertips? Although Ogilvy's book is almost 25 years old, it's
jam packed with timely instruction, insight, and examples. Or perhaps because it is 25 years old.
Ogilvy quotes colleague Bill Bernbach:"It is fashionable to talk about changing man. A
communicator must be concerned with unchanging man ... The creative man with an insight into
human nature, with the artistry to touch and move people will succeed. Without them he will
fail."Ogilvy had insight in spades, practical experience, common sense, a passion for research
as well as creativity, and above all, a relentless focus on selling. Pick any few paragraphs at
random and all those qualities will shine through. Among the many ideas I found really helpful--1.
Branding means giving your product personality. (For example, the man in the Hathaway shirt
wore an eyepatch.)2. Facts sell better than hype.3. The principles of direct response apply to all
forms of advertising.4. Creativity is worthless unless it sells.5. Copywriting is the heart of
advertising.6. Use the brand name in your headline. Otherwise 80% of readers may never see
it.7. Long copy sells.8. Analogies, big words, and naming the competitor confuse people.9.
Pricing cannot be determined scientifically.10. Excellent graphic design is simple graphic
design.11. Corporate advertising is worthwhile.12. Always include a promise in your headline.13.
The era of the blockbuster brand is ending. (Ogivly detected the "Long Tail" 20 years before
most of us!)14. According to Ogivly, "...advertising is no more and no less than a reasonably
efficient way to sell."But this summary doesn't do the book justice. He makes solid points
nonstop. Not surprising for a master copywriter and former door-to-door salesman, he writes in
plain English. He offers "big picture" reflections on the advertising industry, including an
impassioned defense of advertising against charges of hucksterism. He offers detailed tips that
are just as important, mainly on print advertising, direct response, and dealing with
clients.Educational, authoritative, fun to read.  A+”



Himithy, “A classic. Ogilvy teaching some good lessons in advertising and is worth reading for
sure.”

Ramon Batista, “Awesome book with timeless advice. I really enjoyed reading the book. The
advice is simple enough to implement and the book is super easy to read. Awesome advice from
this Marketing sage”

Kenny, “Lacks dust cover. Not quite as iconic of a book without the cover, but that's okay. The
book itself is bound in a bright yellow cloth, which is pretty gorgeous in and of itself. There's
some highlighting throughout, but that's about what I expected.”

Ebook LibraryUser, “A classic - worth every $. I learned a lot from this book. It cuts to the core of
what makes effective persuasive advertising. Distilled wisdom from decades of experience.I did
not expect a title written in the 1980s to hold up so well. The world has changed greatly but the
principles behind good advertising, I learned, are timeless.The work is practical, overflowing
with pictures, storyboards, and scripts for real adverts. I like that.Also, if there's one thing I will
remember, it's that copywriting is a vastly underrated skill.”

SSP, “The definitive book on how to create great, simple, highly effective advertising. A fantastic
book on advertising and learning what works due to, ultimately, human habits and behaviour. I
first heard of Ogilvy when I saw a Tweet by Rory Sutherland, who is hilarious and works for this
advertising agency (check out his videos on YouTube by the way). It is amazing that in this book
the author says that almost all of the things that work in advertising are well known, have been
for some time (all methods are explained here too) and most of the creative people who work in
Ad agencies all over the world ignore these principles and keep trying to reinvent the wheel.
This frustrates the author more than anything! I also didn't know how to distinguish advertising
between agencies. However, through illustrations of Ogilvy's big clients and campaigns over the
years, this has increased my awareness from absolutely zero to quite a decent level. This was a
great educational book to read and great to put ALL of these principles into practise if you want
to promote your own business.”

Srjane, “So relevant even today.. It's hard to tell that this was written last century. So much
common sense and many examples. He's not afraid to list his mistakes too. For the first time I get
it. Wish I'd read it sooner. Highly recommended for those who feel uncomfortable about selling”

Mike Beasant, “Does your content stand out?. I bought this based on the opinion of Drayton
Bird, who worked for Ogilvy.I found it immediately captivating, full of great advice, delivered with
humour and insight.If you aspire to write better more engaging content, this is a great place to
start.Will it make you a better writer?Probably help you avoid the biggest mistake, being boring
in print.”



Joan Muni, “Praise for an advertising man. David Ogilvy is one of those men that made a
massive impact in his industry. He also happened to enjoy documenting it. This is the case of
this book, almost a how-to guide on the world of advertising on the second half of the 20th
century.He also happens to promote himself throughout the book but this doesn't diminish the
final result.Recommended to anyone who works in the industry and businesspeople in general.”

Grant Perry, “Still relevant today. A great, easy read. Good to see a man ahead of his time place
copywriting and direct response in its rightful place, as a cornerstone of advertising. Most of the
principles, and certainly the spirit, of this book are equally relevant today as when this book was
first published.”

The book by David Ogilvy has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,575 people have provided feedback.
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